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Quality Asian stocks may
underperform, says BlackRock
Trends of quality stocks doing well and value stocks underperforming could reverse
By Cai Haoxiang
haoxiang@sph.com.sg
@HaoxiangCaiBT
Singapore
IN the years since the global financial
crisis, investors have piled into
so-called “quality” Asian stocks – dominant companies with stable earnings
and pricing power.
These companies have done well
in an uncertain macroeconomic environment, even as “value” stocks – companies trading at low earnings multiples or at big discounts to their book
values – have underperformed.
BlackRock’s head of Asian equities
Andrew Swan thinks these trends
might start reversing.
“You need to be careful if you’re a
quality investor. High-quality stocks
are expensive. Low-quality stocks are
cheap relative to their history ... As
global growth might start to stabilise,
the premium people has paid for quality may start to fall.
“Global growth might start to pick
up this year or next year. When
growth is picking up, value tends to
work, quality will underperform,” he
told The Business Times in a recent
phone interview. He added that he

thinks the growth environment in
Asia will be more stable going forward, and one will be able to find suitable investments and returns in all
parts of the market.
Mr Swan oversees billions of dollars in Asian stocks at BlackRock, an
asset management giant that has
been expanding in the region. BlackRock has six Asian equities funds
available in Singapore. He declined to
disclose precise numbers, but said assets under management have more
than doubled in the last 12 months
and increased four times in the last
three years.
Institutional mandates have been
growing rapidly, albeit from a small
base. Retail money still makes up the
majority of BlackRock’s assets under
management in its Asian stock funds.
However, Mr Swan thinks
BlackRock’s fund inflows are not due
to more money flowing into the region, but due to it taking some market
share away from competitors.
He credits the flows to good performance. BlackRock’s flagship Asian
Dragon fund, with US$1.7 billion under management at end-April, was
one of the worst-performing funds in

Mr Swan said BlackRock’s fund
inflows are due to it taking
some market share away
from competitors
Asia when Mr Swan joined BlackRock
in 2011 after a 17-year stint with JP
Morgan. The fund has outperformed
its index by a few percentage points
in recent years. This is because of a
“team-based approach” and also a
switch in style from value-focused to
one that is more flexible, he said.

Investors have stayed away from
Asia due to its growth slowdown and
higher risks. On a broader level, active managers have faced pressures
from investors who are looking for
cheaper ways to get returns, such as
through passively managed funds.
Returns-wise, Asian investors
have been disappointed. The
five-year annualised rate of return for
the MSCI Asia ex-Japan index is just 6
per cent as of end-May, compared to
15.7 per cent for the S&P 500 index.
“We have cheap markets, low expectations, low ownership levels. The
policy environment in Asia is becoming more favourable, short term in
terms of cyclical, monetary policy,
and secondly, more importantly,
structural reforms,” Mr Swan said.
At a country level, he prefers India,
China and Korea. South-east Asia is
least preferred because of high valuations and reversing flows as the US
starts hiking rates, he said.
Looking ahead, Mr Swan said he
will continue to build his team of analysts, strategists and investment professionals in Hong Kong, which has
grown to 20 from less than 10 four
years ago. China is a focus.

Ex-ST Marine senior exec fined, two others charged
By Claire Huang
huangjy@sph.com.sg
@ClaireHuangBT
Singapore
THE first of seven former Singapore Technologies
Marine Ltd (ST Marine) senior executives implicated
in the corruption scandal that hit bluechip engineering giant Singapore Technologies Engineering’s (ST
Engineering) subsidiary last December has been
fined S$210,000.
Patrick Lee Swee Ching, ST Marine’s former
group financial controller, on Wednesday afternoon pleaded guilty to seven counts of abetting bogus entries for entertainment expenses. 31 other
similar charges were taken into consideration during sentencing. The amount of expenses involved
in all 38 charges was more than S$126,000.
The prosecution had pressed for a fine of
S$140,000 to S$150,000 rather than a custodial sen-

tence as Lee did not face any corruption charges unlike some of the other accused involved in the scandal. Instead, he was charged under the penal code
for abetment, which carries a maximum penalty of
seven years in jail and a fine.
The court heard that Lee had shown remorse by
pleading guilty at the earliest possible opportunity
and had been cooperative during investigations.
The court was told Lee is available to give evidence
against his co-conspirators, if called to testify.
In sentencing, district judge Jasvender Kaur noted that Lee had expressed concern about the bribery practice. Still, she said it was Lee’s responsibility to ensure that illegal payments were not discharged and should have known better than to act
on his superior’s instructions.
Earlier in the day, two other former senior executives were charged in court, bringing the number of
key ST Marine personnel implicated to seven.

Tan Mong Seng, 63, a former president of commercial business, faces one count of conspiring
with three former colleagues to bribe an agent of
Hyundai Engineering and Construction, Pyo Sei Jin,
with some S$43,700 between 2004 and 2010, in return for ship repair contracts.
The alleged three are: ex-ST Marine president
See Leong Teck, former chief operating officer Han
Yew Kwang, and former senior vice-president Mok
Kim Whang. Han, 58, was also charged in court on
Wednesday morning with conspiring to corruptly
give bribes of more than S$790,700 to agents of ST
Marine's customers between 2004 and 2009 on
eight occasions.
Tan’s bail was raised to S$220,000, while Han
had his S$150,000 bail extended. Their pre-trial
conference has been fixed for July 9. If convicted,
they could each face a maximum fine of S$100,000
and jail term of up to five years on each count.

When UBS bankers
leave, clients’ wealth
stays: global head
Major retention factor is
that “the brand is more
important than the person”
By Jamie Lee
leejamie@sph.com.sg
@JamieLeeBT
Singapore
DESPITE the merry-go-round of private bankers, UBS has managed to
keep more than 90 per cent of the assets of its richest clients with the
bank when a banker leaves. This cements the ultra-high-net-worth (UHNW) segment as the most profitable
tier of the bank, says its global head
of the UHNW segment.
“This is the most profitable segment within (the) UBS organisation.
We control costs by not overhiring,”
Josef Stadler, head of global UHNW,
UBS Wealth Management, told The
Business Times. “We do not frantically
hire new people – for two reasons.
First, it’s very expensive; second,
those people are very hard to find.”
UBS’s global staff count of about
800 for the UHNW segment – defined
as those with at least 50 million Swiss
francs (S$72 million) of investible assets – has not gone up dramatically in
the last five years, said Mr Stadler. Yet
assets have jumped, with UBS topping the league in wealth management, and in the UHNW segment.
“Unlike brokerage models that are
applied by other competitors, the retention rate of assets once an adviser
leaves is above 90 per cent,” said Mr
Stadler. “That means the brand is
more important than the person.
That’s a major retention factor.”
The private banking business is expected to grow in Asia. In just two decades, 917 self-made billionaires
made more than US$3.6 trillion, a report by UBS and PwC in May showed.
And Asia’s billionaires make up 36
per cent of self-made billionaire
wealth, now second only to the US.
But it is also a wildly expensive
business, with costs making up at
least half of income earned by private
banks. Clients here have also been
known to pick and choose banks’

Mr Stadler said the ultra-high-networth segment “is the most
profitable segment in UBS. We
control costs by not overhiring.”
products, often pitting competing
bankers directly against each other.
But Mr Stadler noted that there is
less of a “shopping mentality” in the
UHNW segment. “Our clients are happy to pay for performance. Most of
them are entrepreneurs. They know
about how challenging it is to run a
business. They are fair partners.”
Mr Stadler – who is in town for the
bank’s philanthropy forum this week
– acknowledged that there is greater
scepticism towards private donations, which donors have to manage.
“There is an undercurrent concern
that due to unprecedented wealth creation, and wealth concentration, philanthropy may be a fig leaf for some
of those entrepreneurs,” he said,
though arguing that these entrepreneurs have brought growth, and jobs.
Through their family offices,
Asian philanthropists are following
their Western counterparts in professionalising their charitable contributions, taking lessons from the West.
This comes as family offices move
from mere giving, to investing, in philanthropic projects, said Mr Stadler.
“Asians tend to learn very quickly
from the mistakes of the West. Somebody told me here in Singapore, ‘in
the previous decade, when we had a
problem, we looked West, and there
was a solution. (Today), it is the
opposite’,” he said.
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Show Me The Money Book 2
hits the shelves
THE sequel to the local best-selling investor education book, Show Me the
Money, has hit the shelves.
Show Me the Money Book 2: The Science of Stock-Picking is targeted at
readers who really want to get their
hands dirty, rummaging through the
market to find undiscovered gems,
says the author and journalist-turned-fund manager Teh Hooi
Ling. Ms Teh is now a partner at Aggregate Asset Management, which manages a no-management fee Asia value
fund.
Highlighting figures from the Central Provident Fund (CPF) Investment
Scheme’s annual profit-and-loss report, Ms Teh commented that a lot of
work still needs to be done in the area
of investor education.
For the financial year ended September 2014, only 15 per cent of people who sold their investments
earned a profit larger than the guaranteed annual 2.5 per cent interest rate
for Ordinary Account savings, she
pointed out.

❚❚

“Equipped with the right knowledge, the stock market can be an efficient place to store and grow one’s
wealth,” she said. “Unfortunately, not
many are achieving that.”
Ms Teh has not strayed from her
aims since her first book in the Show
Me the Money series, which aspired to
lay the foundation for sound investment management. The book has
sold more than 5,000 copies since its
launch in November last year, and
made the best-seller list of many local
bookstore chains.
Book 2 had managed to sell around
2,000 copies even before any publicity was done, said Straits Times Press,
the series’ publisher.
That is not surprising, the publishing company said, because Show Me
the Money is an evergreen favourite
“whether you need help picking
stocks, managing a portfolio, or
choosing real estate to invest in”.
As part of its investor education
programme, Singapore Exchange is
jointly organising the book launch for

Show Me The Money Book 2: The Science of Stock Picking with the Straits
Times Press. It will held at 7pm on July 7 at the SGX Auditorium. Those interested can go to the SGX Academy
website to register for the Basics of Investing Seminar and Book Launch
event.
Ms Teh will donate all royalties
from the series to charity and education foundation Kampung Senang
and the Association of Women for Action and Research (AWARE).

CORPORATE DIGEST

Sino Construction
SINO Construction on Tuesday entered into a
sale-and-purchase agreement to dispose of all its
shares in its Malaysian construction subsidiary, Elite
Bay. The group had purchased 60 per cent of the
enlarged share capital of Elite Bay in January 2014
through its wholly owned subsidiary, SC Building &
Construction Pte Ltd.
The disposal, which has a total cash consideration
of S$100,000, is in line with Sino Construction's new
strategy to expand into the energy resources sector,
it said. The group intends to use the proceeds from
the disposal to fund the development of its micro
power plant business.
China Minzhong
CHINA Minzhong Holdings (CMHL), an investment
vehicle linked to Lin Guo Rong, chief executive of
vegetable processor China Minzhong Food
Corporation (CMFC), has not yet entered into a
definitive agreement with Indonesian conglomerate
PT Indofood Sukses Makmur Tbk to acquire
347 million shares of CMFC.
In a statement on Wednesday, CMFC said that
shareholders should note that there is no assurance

that any definitive agreement between the two will
be reached, or that the offer will materialise.
In December 2014, CMFC had announced a possible
transaction by CMHL to acquire 347 million shares of
the former at S$1.20 per share from PT Indofood
Sukses Makmur. This would represent approximately
52.94 per cent of CMFC’s total number of shares.
Figtree Holdings
FIGTREE Holdings has won a S$65 million contract to
design and build the Hankyu Hanshin Regional
Logistics Hub in Singapore. This was awarded by the
Tokyo-listed Hankyu Hanshin Holdings.
Located at Jalan Buroh in Tuas, the facility will be an
integrated distribution centre with a gross floor area
of more than 500,000 sq ft, consisting of nine levels
of ramp-up warehousing space, value-added
processing areas and ancillary offices.
Scheduled to be completed in Q2 2017, this facility
will be mainly occupied and operated by Hankyu
Hanshin Express (Singapore).
This contract boosts Figtree’s design and build order
book to about S$142 million. It is also expected to
have a positive impact on the group’s earnings and
net asset value per share for the current fiscal year
ending Dec 31, 2015.

